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ABSTRACT

Without knowledge physics is devoid of its means to reality. Without wisdom insight remains hidden. And while eyesight
is a grandiose thing it is prone to deception. And sight deception however innocent leads to errors. As then nearly all
things can be overcome so can the lack of knowledge and insight.
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Mis apprehension

Illustration Figure 1: Man speaks of carrier waves to send their signal upon it; not realizing how they are simply
modulating the carrier wave. No one signal can be imbedded upon another when these are of different velocities.Suppose
the carrier wave is a one-meter wave with its amplitude at two centimeters, its relative velocity will then be 294,117.6
km/sec. If then we attempt to imbed a ten-meter wave upon it as our signal, that signal wave will travel at the relative
velocity of 299,401 km/sec. Accordingly the signal wave will travel 5,284 km/sec faster than the carrier wave. How
therefore can it be imbedded?

Figure 1

Also the illustration is in error, for if it were a one-meter carrier wave A and B would have to be alike. The A parts are
spaced further apart, meaning these are longer in length compared to the B parts. And longer lengths must travel at
different velocities.

And how did I determine that? By illustration figure 2, I obtained the correct amplitude of light utilizing man's readings of
the velocity of light in space. As therefore a wave is a line with an angular moment it must proceed from A over B to C,
while its nominal length is A/C. As then A/C is taken at 7000a, A/B/C must incorporate the angular moment, which at the
diameter of 1.541a comes to the circumference of 4.8a. 300.000 then into 7004.8 is 42.8/etc fr. times the nominal of 7000
comes to 299.794/km/s.

Figure 2
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There are always two velocities of light to contend with. As all waves of this type are driven by the fundamental movement
having a constant velocity of 300.000/km/s, its relative velocity for distance in time then is curtailed. And how very much
dependent indeed light rides upon a media, obvious from that wet appearance on a hot roadbed where for the minor
increase in atomic spacing the light instantly refracts as it encircles the atom/molecules of the air.

No wonder that light travels in such straight lines since it rotates as it moves forward. What the real frequency of any light
wave is we may never know, we can indeed calculate how many lengths would fit for any distance, as we just did, but
that’s it, and no more. The true frequency depends on how many times in one second we can instigate an impulse upon the
line of magnetic. Waves therefore are never continues; yet we have need of it in our mathematics to full frequency in order
to establish velocity as well as the speed in rotation.

In one single kilometer there is room for roughly 1.4-billion red wavelets. The number of rotations then would have to be
1.4 billion in 1/300.000 of a second, that then travels forward at the Rv of 299.785/km/sec and rotates. As thus the linear
velocity of the wavelet is 300.000/km/sec, with the Rv for its length of 7000a at 299.785/km/sec. And the angular distance
in the circumference for the example is no more than 5a; that for its angular momentum comes to 214/km/sec. (A snails
pace compared to its forward momentum)

Example: (1.428.571.428 frequency times 5a = 7.142.857.140 angstroms in 1/km divided by 10 billion = 0.7/meters times
300.000/km = 214.285/m/sec divided by 1000 comes to 214/km/sec.)

Turns add to turns

Electricity as none other than a rotating magnetic field of force has man in a deep sleep. By Figure 3 as the primary is a
circular (angular) direction of movement - a movement is produced within the bar. And this with a second set of - not
electrical, - but simply physical turns at the output, a whole new circular (electrical) movement can be made.

But in order to do so we must continually reverse the polarity of the input motion, since in so doing we are turning the
metal bar into a pump, a pump like unto the arm of a steam locomotive, and so; what we in effect are doing is the likes
of driving a piston.

That pumping thus is like setting a wheel in motion, in circular motion, which is then introduced into those "physical
turns" of wire to act as a whole new set of circular movements known as electricity. Note that at the input there are but 5
turns while we placed ten physical turns at the output, and in so doing because turns are turns, we doubled the rate of
rotation upon them. At the input the rate of movement is at 110 revolutions per second, while in the output it increased to
220 revolutions per second.

 

Figure 3: Magnetic frame serves as electrical generator.

Physical turns thus add to the rotational speed of our electricity, all because electricity is none other than a magnetic field
of force in rotation. The metal bar as the pump is twisting the straight magnetic lines over one another to become twisted
lines of magnetic, the coordinate of which by its very nature becomes a braid like figures of eight end on end, the same as
any generator performs with its armature in rotation. Accordingly electricity consists of magnetic lines that are twisted
over one another. The spark in an engine at 15.000 volt comes from a 12 volt battery by means of a coil, in other words
by means of additional turns.

What then may the speed of that electricity be? The answer depends on the reference, if it were its collateral at any one
place or its format? The collateral essentially stays in place rotating at its induced voltage. The format however extends at
the speed of magnetic, like in Figure 2 “C” in a straight line if the wire be a # 10 about 10/mm and a wave-length of
70/mm, the circumference is 3.14 X 10 + 70 = 101.4 into 300.000 = 2958 X 70 = 207.100 km/sec.
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The speed if there be 100 turns at a diameter of 50/mm, 50 X 3.14 = 157, X 100 = 15.700/mm to be deducted from the
distance in time. And so at the speed of 207.100/km/sec it traveled a distance of 207.098 kilometers in that one second.

SIGHT DECEPTION

Figure 4

It is erroneous to conclude that the magnetic waves around a conductor are separate from the current itself, since these are
simply the extension of the inward movement as it is with any magnet. Nor can any one end of that current draw nor repel
from one another, as do magnets for their linear procurement. That current being rotational its ends to one another are in
opposite of rotation, the contact of which producing short circuits, lest a means to appeasement is coupled between them
acting like a transmission in our vehicles.

Place a magnet next to a conductor and the wire will be push/pulled to that magnet at the rate of its voltage, its
speed of rotation, concluding that the current consists of magnetic formations end on end.

MISCONCEPTION

That planets are held gravitational is disproved by Isaac Newton in his law of gravity, to wit: “The gravitational force of a
particle in uniform motion is proportional to the square of its speed and inversely proportional to the radius of its path.”

If we place ourselves behind a calculator we ought to discover just how far gravity will extend from the earth.

The data on the Hubble space telescope is:

Gross weight 24.500 lb.

Orbital altitude 353 miles.

Orbital velocity 17.500 mph.

The radius thus will be 4353 miles in radius from the center of the earth. That times 5280 comes to 22.983.840 ft. Its
velocity = 17.500 : 60 : 60 x 5280 comes to 25.666 ft/sec

And to do this in whole numbers: 24.500 x 25.666 = 628,817.000 x 25,666 = 16,139,217,122.000 divided by 22,983,840 =
702,198.46 lb, divided by 24.500 = 28.66.

This makes the Hubble telescope to have a g/force on it of 28.66. The factor of gravity 353 miles above the earth therefore
is 28.66 and its acceleration if it were to fall would be 28.66 ft/sec/sec. 

When therefore we deduct the 28.66 from 32.174 (at sea level) it comes to a decrease of 3.514 in those 353 miles, and this
divided by the 353 comes to 0.009.954.674 per mile. Then by dividing the sea level factor of 32.174 by the decrease per
mile, comes to 3.232 miles, at which point the factor of gravity is zero, and the acceleration would be zero ft/sec/sec.

But what implication does this have? We have the habit of stating that the planets and stars are held gravitationally. But
with our moon alone at a distance of some 240.000 miles, how can it possibly be held gravitational?

BANKING ON UNTRUTH

And what is this notion that we have as if the waters of the tides are by gravity, when the waters are an upward
movement, with gravity a downward movement? If we say that gravity restrains the tides, our vocabulary would be
correct, but in no way will gravity pull up on our waters when it is always a downward movement.

Seeing the gravity of our earth extends but 3232 miles out, the gravity of the moon is even less, how therefore shall it have
any effect upon our waters? And yes of course I know that it is by the moon that we have our tides, and that not only under
the moon but by an equal proportion on the opposite side of the earth as well.
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Figure 5 Figure 6

And why may that be? What other force is there between the moon and ourselves if not their magnetic fabric? For it is by
magnetic force that all planets and stars are held.

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate how by the elongation of the magnetic fabric the waters are driven to a smaller area, and how by
the eight of force the same occurs on the other side of the earth, having dual tides in equal proportion, closing the handles
of a pair of scissors closes the cutting edges also.

Gravity – as the calculations show - is but a local force, and at that the female of force to her masculine man named
magnetic, Even as it is by the power of magnetic that we are drawn to the earth, with gravity providing the intricate
precession whereby all substances may be embraced by those masculine arms of her man to draw it down to its center at a
fixed precessional rate.

Taking two magnets (as earth/moon) and a high-speed camera will demonstrate how the tides are by the elongation of
magnetic, serving as clear evidence to my word.

ATOMIC NATURE

That all atoms are like unto magnets should be obvious, but it does not appear so by most men. By Figure 7 is an
illustration of water molecules bound together in what is called ice. These as we all know form in a circular pattern forming
a distinct opening within that circle. And how my dear friend in reference to figure 8 could none existent electrons perform
such a feat? Utterly impossible.

Figure 7 Figure 8

If we enlarge illustration figure 7 you will observe how all the atoms are held together magnetically each of the Oxygen
atoms projecting a like direction toward the middle by which that opening is formed and maintained. That is also how and
why ice takes up a bit larger volume than water in the same space. And if we wish to confirm my word, check the water
molecule for its magnetic nature.

WEIGHT NOT ALL OF G/FORCE

When we step upon a scale it records with what force we are drawn to the ground. That now is fine, but it cannot be called
the g/force even though it is gravitational force pressing us upon the scale. This is so since that weight is only the greater
part of the g/force, not the total of it.
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At the equator for example where we are at greatest distance from the center or axis of the earth, we are traveling 523
miles/hour. (4000 diameter X 3.14 :24 = 523) That movement by centrifugal action forces us away from the earth, while at
the same time gravity augments it by pulling us inward at the same rate. By example a person of 180/lb, has a real g/force
of 190-lb on him while being driven away from the earth at 10-lb.

(Example; 523 X 5280: 60 : 60 = 767-ft/s 180 X 767 sq =105892020 : 10560000 = 10)

Obviously that 10-lb cannot show up on the scale, but the total g/force on him still is and must be 190-lb, in order for the
scale to read 180-lb.

MATHEMATICS

Below is a quotation in the calculation of the radial velocity of a distant galaxy.

Absorption lines of hydrogen, normally measured to be at 4861Å and 6563Å, are measured in the spectrum of a particular
galaxy to be at 4923Å and 6647Å. The speed of light, c, has a constant value of 300,000 km/sec.  Therefore this galaxy
has a red shift of z = [(4923 - 4861) / 4861] and z = [(6647 - 6563) / 6563]   z = [62 / 4861] and z = [84 / 6563]   z =
0.01275

It thus is moving away from us with a velocity, v = c * z = 300,000 km/sec * 0.01275 = 3826 km/sec

Now let us calculate this the right way rather than Hubble's way, and utilize the waves circumference at 4.84A as a
standard for it. For this is absolute that for the velocity of any wave both its length and amplitude must enter into the
calculation.

4923 + 4.84 = 4927.84 : 300.000 x 4923 = 299.705 km/sec (299.705 minus 299.701 = 4/km/sec)

6647 + 4.84 = 6651.84 : 300.000 x 6647 = 299.782 km/sec (299.782 minus 299.778 = 4/km/sec)

 For a fact, this galaxy is receding at a velocity of no more than 4-km/sec, while science has it at 3826 km/sec. No small
difference is it?  Obviously man's astronomers are in need of eyesight in mathematical education.

LIGHT'S MOVEMENT

Light is none other than a coordinate of movement in movement, specifically a rotational segment instigated by the
combined effort of two or more atoms in like a stop/go scenario creating what is best visualized as a dent, or indent upon
nature's magnetic fabric, its fundamental movement that at all times through all media no matter how dense travels at the
velocity of 300.000-km/s.

Never therefore will any wave of the spectrum be found continues, they at all times are segments, like a code, and we
utilize them as codes. As then it comes to refraction and/or reflection they are not like a wavy line nor are they as with most
other projectiles centered. Figure 9 illustrates how for any drill-bit its motion provides for a center on center. As for light its
contact points are on the outer edges, it as such has no center, because it travels like unto a tube passing around a
circumference.

Figure 9 Figure 9a

Its refraction and/or reflection thus is by that standard. In reflection light never at all bounces off from any surface, but for
its turn (reference figure 9a) simply continues to turn through its own circumference. This is similar in AC current where
the direction of movement reverses. That electricity does not stop and then head back in reverse, but simply rolls through
its figure of eight. Fundamentally electricity in its coordinate pattern always goes into both directions as seen by figure 10.
Its so-called forward movement down the line is mere extension. It simply extends its format as shown the instant the
current is applied to the conductor.
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WAVE PRODUCTION

Now let us get into the fact how waves are produced. By illustration Figure 10; I am showing a simple incandescent light
bulb The electricity at its 120 volt rotation is alternately push/pulling on the atoms of the tungsten element, that in turn
causes them to vibrate in their elastic magnetic fabric. As atom 4 is driven between atom 1 and 2 it in all reality places like
an indent in the normal flow of the constant, (Nature's fundamental movement)

Figure 10

That indent then is always in the circular, since all atoms consist of angular movement as well as linear. The obvious result
is like a dent or impact into a circumference. That is how and why all waves have that rotational movement as they are
driven forward.

Then by Figure 11 let us behold how each wave comes to its specific length, or angular momentum as it really is. Let the
box represent nature within which there is this always-residing fundamental movement at its fixed rate of velocity. The
movement that God created as the prefix for His creation, and by which we see and hear as well.

Figure 11

For clarity sake let us assume the constant to be moving to the left at 300.000-km/s and we force our indent at right angles
at the rate of 10.000, from X to Y with the diameter being 10, taking it 3 to 1 (for the example only) that circular indent at
that fractional moment would then span from X to Z, that being one half of its circumference. the full length of the wave
would then be 60.

This is comparable to a conveyer belt on which boxes are placed. The faster we move from X to Y so much the shorter the
wave will be. Moving slowly from X to Y lengthens the wave; the constant being the constant cannot be slowed nor
infringed upon, only imposed upon.

STICKY NOTE FOR ASTRONOMERS

And now to keep the astronomers from their sleep Figure 12 is a revelation to them substantiated by all wavelengths in
their calculations for red and blue shifts. Meaning not all wavelengths will come to the same change in velocity for
identical shifts.
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Figure 12

The reason for it is simple, namely the way in which waves are produced as shown by figure 11. And here by Figure 12 the
same is shown but on a protector. Shorter waves make for less expansion than the longer waves. Those between 20 and 30
degree are spaced by 6. Those between 50 and 60 are spaced by 16.

When we calculate the velocities of spectral shifts the change in velocity is not the same for all. And the best of our
scientist had not a clue that this was taking place. Their finding thus can be very much in error, like the one we saw before.
The only way to discover the real velocity of any wave is to utilize what I have shown by Figure 2.

I am not listing any calculations here for evidence since anyone can do so on his own, and these will discover that I am
correct, or else I would not have said so.

MAGNETISM

Fascinating that a mere block of metal exhibits movement, and how that movement has the ability to move things both
towards and away from it. That particular motion then is a marvel of creation, how the Almighty One brought it forth so
that it might serve as a prefix for his visible as well as invisible handiwork. As then I said "motion" it is more than that
seeing it is a power as well, and unlike anything else conductive in its nature of being as well as being directionally
conductive.

And so we are speaking of what to us appears as magnetic, and to have a closer look at one of those magnets as we call
them, our reference will be to Figure 13. Here that fundamental movement has affixed itself upon a bar consisting of
specific atoms that we relate to being a metal.

Figure 13

As then by lack of insight and sight deception man's scientists concluded these circulars to be separate coming together
over the middle, it indeed is sight deception. The circulars are a single circle twisted over to resemble what to us appears as
a figure of eight. (8) What then is so unique about this - is that it presents angular motion as well as linear motion.

Angular to serve the norm of stability and of gravity, and linear to adhere and/or disjoin from any other such component.
The whole earth as any star and planet are full-fledged magnets, the lines of magnetic are clearly seen upon the flares from

the sun. And by sprinkling iron shaving around a magnet it likewise reveals its pattern of movement.
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The dual tides upon our earth likewise reveal earth's magnetic pattern to proceed by a figure of eight. (Ref. Figure 6) And if
we duplicate the earth/moon configuration with two magnets and a high-speed camera, pulling the second magnet as the
moon away from the first, it will reveal the dual elongation of the magnetic fabric - proving that I was taught rightly.

Extremely unique is what this magnetic innovation is, to have both linear and angular movement in one. The linear to make
for all substances, while the angular serving the norm of what we call gravity that also comes to planets and stars. And that
as we have seen comes to the design of spheres, all because it flows by that pattern of eight in all of the 360 degrees in any
circle - so coming to equilibrium.

All atoms are formed in that way by a process I am obliged to keep to myself, it being a day and night different from what
man has ill conceived. And to explain it once more, in figure 13 as the direction of movement from both sides enter by the
south, and exit at the north, that particular direction of motion is linear, the rest being angular. So it is that linear is born
forth of angular.

There is of course a lot more in this how and why all substance are as they are, like metals in which one cannot poke a fork
yet in butter and meat he can. And how does the air remain as a gaseous substance, and water for liquid, as well as ice for
ice and dirt for dirt. A lengthy subject into which at various times I went into while retaining the most delicate and
fundamental ideals, apparently not as yet suited for man. Show me an honest and forthright conduct and I will be coerced.

VISION

Nothing in this world has any real color; it is man and beast that attribute color unto everything that appears to them. And
even eyesight itself is most marvelous, how the Almighty One tuned -not our eyes - but our spirits to but the surface of
things, and even more phenomenal to have vision in the first place.

When nothing more than rotating segments of wave like character enter in by us, we come to a beholding. And that is
beyond comprehension to actually see, to have vision from nothing more than simple movements. And what is even more
astounding is that by a mere angular deviation of those movement we determine, or interpret them for color.

Figure 14

Just to think of this how minute these wavelike movements are. Reference figure 14, from 400 nanometers to 700 is less
than a millimeter, and that contains at least 300 different angular deviations, that is 300 different colors to be interpreted.
Or 3000 different lengths if we go by angstroms, an even smaller measure.

What gets me is that we distinguish differences in color from such extremely minute angular differences in the wave like
segments that come upon us. All this is the ability God implanted within our spirits. For we are spirits dwelling within a
home made out of the dust of the earth. That is also why we cannot die, only our homes, our bodies can be demolished; our
spirits are forever. Once given they cannot be revoked, and the Creator of all yearns jealously over our spirits. It is He who
gives, and He who takes away, or causes them to return.

So it is that all that appears to us is by interpretation, by spiritual interpretation. Even hearing is that way, to distinguish
words and the meaning thereof from mere physical movement. And to speak is like playing a piano, to cause just the right
reeds to vibrate at the right instant. A most marvelous innovation of the Almighty One.

GRAVITY.

Do we know what gravity is? No not likely. I do; but then it was revealed unto me, I as such did not discover it, lest I be the
death of all humankind (Jeremiah 31:37) and what about man, what are his notions? If I may quote: "Gravity is most
accurately described by the general theory of relativity (proposed by Albert Einstein in 1915), which describes gravity
not as a force, but as the curvature of space-time, caused by the uneven distribution of mass, and causing masses to
move along geodesic lines."
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Not only preposterous, but less than childish, a grown person actually believing that its the stork to deliver babies. But what
I cannot fathom is how people in general can be so grossly ignorant to believe such nonsense, and to glorify that kind of
stupidity. Shame on man, you nearly make me vomit, and wish I had never entered this world. And how blessed it will be
to leave it, the sooner the better.

Figure 15.

I explained the norm of gravity in a number of ways and a number of essays. It should be logical that within the field of a
magnet everything draws to a center, its center, and its movement always returning to center obtaining equilibrium. And
gravity is none other than an inclination - so its direction will and must be to center. Gravity is the lady, magnetic is the
man, and as she twirls into his arms so he takes her home.

Figure 15 serves as an illustration thereto. To put it in short; as all atoms have angular movement it affixes them in place
that by any linear force or motion inclines them to what is called precession. And this precession as even the inclination
thereto subjects them to the magnetic lines or fabric of the earth, whereby of course they are coerced to its center. It is not a
fall, nor a pull or a push as such, but as I said, coerced by what is best said; a rotational inclination.

Therefore did I label gravity as "the inclination to downward movement" that is proportional to the torque placed upon
each atom at its respective altitude. Torque then is applied by linear movement, be it the rotation of the earth, or ourselves
in a vehicle such as airplanes, etc. And to that we can add earth's orbital movement.

SIGHT DECEPTION

Man is very wrong in proclaiming that the earth is in a fixed position as it orbits the sun. If it did the seasons would be
equal to a full turn around the sun. And since the seasons are not equal to a full turn around the sun, that alone is clear
evidence to dismiss man's sight deception in that matter.

The earth in all respects precesses one turn for each four seasons, coming short in its turn around the sun by about 20
minutes each and every year. Chapters 41 and 42 on my website provide the full explanation.

MAGNETIC

Will we still be asking what magnetic is when its nature is so obviously displayed? Or is that only so to persons with
insight? By Figure 16, an angular movement known as electricity produces a linear movement that is angular all the same.
(Ref Figure 13) Accordingly it is movement producing movement. For example the linear movement of the wind produces
and angular movement upon the propeller of the windmill.

Figure 16.

As then I may quote: "Magnetism is a physical phenomenon produced by the motion of electric charge, resulting in
attractive and repulsive forces between objects."
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Partially correct yes, but not very scientific. Or by another quotation: "Magnetism is the class of physical attributes that
occur through a magnetic field, which allows objects to attract or repel each other. Because both electric currents and
magnetic moments of elementary particles give rise to a magnetic field, magnetism is one of two aspects of
electromagnetism."

Still hung up on particles not as yet having seen the light of day. And is that how we came to that erroneous term of
"electromagnetic" when no such bird exists? But it's in vain to strife against the current, to show light to the blind.
Respectively I might as well leave off.

It is the Almighty One who is perfect in every way to have called forth an entity called "Motion" as the power and energy
to all things, setting it forth as the prefix to his grand universe both the visible as well as invisible? And who can describe a
spirit? We are spirits yet we cannot even describe ourselves, our real selves, but only that we are.

We cannot see a spirit simply because our eyes are tuned to the surface of what for us appears as material. Only when we
are divested from our bodies and become like the angels not having any eyes of flesh, nor with any reflected movements
entering in will we be able to behold spirits as spirits. My mother saw them when she was at the point to expire, and "O
how beautiful;" were her words, with an expression of sheer joy and happiness. And O how I long to follow her.

POWER TO PUSH

What makes an engine run, or the space shuttle to have its power for take off? Any takers? No doubt I will hear no
fundamental answer, wherefore I need to pronounce it. The answer is "expansion;" that then comes to the question of how
and why, and for me I want fundamental terms, not any first grade answer.

Allow me to state: If the atoms in nature were not magnetic - no engine would run, and no missile would come off its
launching pad. And what will man's reply be? That I am off my rocker? It is because man repaid me with insults (Ref 1)
that they are still digging for oil, and never did see a free source of energy.

Figure 17 Figure 17a

How would I possibly make such a statement as I did - if it were not correct? Why by figure 17a do these power companies
hang their wire so far from the poles? The answer is "Magnetic expansion." For as the speed of rotation increases so that
magnetic string upon the wires expands by what is termed centrifugal action.

The same is true for the pressure within the cylinders of our internal combustion engines. The spark to ignite the fuel is
motion at high velocity, and it being conductive like unto the motion of any magnet - it conducts that high movement upon
the atoms of the fuel that in turn come to their high velocity in rotation. As so just like the expansion of the braid of
magnetic upon the wires these atoms of the fuel expand demanding room that to us comes as pressure.

Figure 17 serves as an illustration; increase the rate of rotation and by simple centrifugal action these atoms expand. When
for example we have a mixture of Hydrogen and Oxygen atoms, and we introduce a spark, these come to what we have in
our water bottles namely H2O. But meanwhile in coming to that the increased velocity - these atoms demanded a great deal
of room as they expanded in their love-scene, their union. And just how much that can be was seen in that thermo nuclear
explosion in the pacific. Or as I experienced when attempting to run my lawnmower on hydrogen, at which point I ceased
experimenting

The pain in wisdom

I now am indeed weary for it is unimaginable to me how the whole of the world lies so much in ignorance. No one appears
to believe God. Man fusses himself over flying saucers and aliens when many thousands of aliens have been and are with
us since day one. Only these do not show themselves lest they too be imprisoned. But they were allowed to make
apparitions.
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Also if any of the teachers and priests had any knowledge of the word of God, they would know that this instant there is an
anointed one of God among them, one that outranks all the rulers of the world. (Daniel 9) Why then have they not inquired
or looked for him? Is it because they believe only their own ignorance, the word of God being a nuisance to them, making
God out for a liar? How then do these go to church and even preach thinking they will enter into heaven, while in fact it is
the fire and torments that awaits them?

Or the birth of Christ Jesus to hold it in the month of December; while the Scriptures clearly reveal His birth to have taken
place on the six of June. Am I the only one with eyes? What is the matter with the educators in the world to be so blind for
so long? Has God closed the eyes of priests and scientists because they fail to honor Him?

He did say: "Hear and hear, but do not understand; see and see, but do not perceive. Make the heart of this people fat,
and their ears heavy, and shut their eyes; lest they see with their eyes, and hear with their ears, and understand with
their hearts, and turn and be healed." (Isaiah 6:9)

Or that pestilence called Covid; for the world at large not to realize that the cause for it is in themselves. But why is
everyone so ignorant about it, and not safeguard themselves in the right manner?

Or that pilot as one other example, who dove his airplane into the river in the east, is an example of greed and stupidity.
For while he thought to hide his murder of those 93 passengers, he knew better the instant after he died. For he will surely
be held accountable for his crimes. Or those hijackers on 9/11 as yet have no conception as to how dearly they are going to
pay from their criminal acts. They will come to wish that they were never born.

No one will evade justice, nor his consequent reward. We must all endure into eternity. And I have all eternities at my
side to see to the just reward upon everyone.

As then King Solomon said: "Happy is the man who finds wisdom, and the man who gets understanding;" he also said;
" In much wisdom is much vexation, and he who increases knowledge increases sorrow.

Shall we therefore endure the pain that truth may be shown? I indeed have, for it is disheartening to see mankind in such
sad shape. With my love for mankind knowledge in wisdom indeed becomes a painful experience.

Why was it that the Son of God came into this world by way of a woman's womb? It was to hide His real identity from the
principalities in heaven as well as this world. And not until He accomplished what He came for did he ascend in full glory.
How thus the Father of all conceals the presence of His sons that perform His will.

CONCLUSION

What shall we conclude but that man has eyes but is blinded for his inclination to perform evil. And thus lacking wisdom
and insight he not only comes to sight deceptions, but to sheer fantasies as well. How well Solomon put it saying;
"Whatever you get - get insight." And so I say along with him; Whatever you get - get insight. Let humility be your
praise.
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